Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The postulates of statistical mechanics have been examined and debated ever since the beginnings of the field in the nineteenth century. A central postulate in equilibrium thermodynamics, put in place by Boltzmann, is that there is equal a priori probability that an isolated system will be found in any one of its microstates which are compatible with the overall constraints placed on the system. In the words of Planck \[[@CR1]\], "all microscopic states are equally probable in dynamics".

The equal-probability assumption has been rationalized in several ways. One can simply appeal to the Laplacian stance of insufficient reason. The observer's knowledge of the system does not yield a distinction among the microstates, so no distinction can legitimately be introduced via their probabilities of occurrence \[[@CR2]\]. Jaynes \[[@CR3]\] replaced this assumption with a maximum-entropy principle (a principle of "maximum noncommitment with respect to missing information") in order to derive the canonical (Boltzmann) distribution in the microcanonical ensemble. Goldstein et al. \[[@CR4]\] proved that, for quantum systems, the canonical distribution arises for almost all wave functions of the universe (system plus heat bath). Popescu et al. \[[@CR5]\] showed that, even without energy constraints, a "general canonical principle" can be established for quantum systems, under which a system will almost always behave as if the universe is in the equal-probability state.

In this note, we take a different route (for classical systems). We replace the equal-probability postulate with two physically interpretable axioms, which we show characterize the canonical (Boltzmann) distribution.

Axioms {#Sec2}
======
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Our first axiom ensures that the probabilistic ranking of states of the system does not differ with changes in the heat bath. This is physically correct, since we are considering systems in equilibrium and, therefore, population inversions are not possible. If state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Result {#Sec3}
======

We can now state our result, which is an axiomatic derivation of the Boltzmann distribution.

Theorem 1 {#FPar5}
---------
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Equation ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) is the Boltzmann distribution, with temperature $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar6}
---------
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(Physically speaking, the equal-probability case ruled out is that of infinite temperature.) Notice that the scaling factor for *T* is the same as the multiplicative factor in the affine transformation of *E*. It follows that, while the ratios $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary {#Sec4}
=======

We have shown that two physically interpretable axioms can replace the traditional equal-probability postulate of equilibrium thermodynamics. The first axiom is an abstraction of the notion that the probabilistic ranking of states is the same across systems in equilibrium. The second axiom is an abstraction of the notion that all energy flows are possible between the system in question and a heat bath to which it is attached, at the given temperature of the bath. Together, these two axioms characterize the Boltzmann distribution. That is, we establish that the axioms identify the Boltzmann distribution---and the converse that the Boltzmann distribution satisfies the axioms.

Two extensions of this work would be interesting. The first extension would be to quantum systems, to see if our characterization goes through and to compare the resulting analysis with those of Goldstein et al. \[[@CR4]\] and Popescu et al. \[[@CR5]\]. A second extension would be to continuous probability distributions, where new mathematical issues may arise.

Appendix {#Sec5}
========

Proof of Theorem [1](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec6}
============================================
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Lemma 2 {#FPar7}
-------
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Proof {#FPar8}
-----
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Proof of Theorem [2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec7}
============================================
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Cauchy Functional Theorem {#Sec8}
=========================

We provide a self-contained statement and proof of the version of the Cauchy functional theorem employed in Appendix [A](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The proof can also be found in standard textbooks; see, e.g., Theorem 3 in Aczel \[[@CR7]\].

Theorem 3 {#FPar9}
---------
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Lemma 3 {#FPar10}
-------
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-----
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Lemma 4 {#FPar12}
-------
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Proof {#FPar13}
-----
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